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ABSTRACT 

This tutorial describes a technology-mediated solution, the ontological support system (OSS), for 
specifying, organizing, representing and using elements of meaning in a body of knowledge. 
Theoretically influenced by ontological specification, the OSS was validated through iterative 
prototyping in a companion CAIS research paper. This article reports on how the OSS guides 
users through several content analysis phases (selection, delineation, transfer and use of 
content) in the context of academic research. Users typically find the system to be useful, easy to 
use and compatible with collaborative work when using it for content analysis in academic 
research. 
 
Key Words:  Content Analysis, Ontological Specification, Ontology  

I. INTRODUCTION 

This paper provides a tutorial for the prototype developed in a companion CAIS research article 
(Volume 17, Article 24; Templeton, Lee and Snyder, 2006). It is our hope that this tutorial and its 
methods are diffused across IS and other disciplines to facilitate academic research, technical 
writing and content analysis. We show here that the system provides technological support for the 
capture, interpretation, prioritization, and presentation of important knowledge. We believe 
systems such as the prototype illustrated here are of great importance in the current era of 
accessibility to vast amounts of electronically-mediated qualitative data. 

As developed in the companion paper, this prototype has been called an ontological support 
system (OSS) because it supports a structured ontological specification process (OSP) algorithm. 
OSP is a structured approach that guides user or researcher interpretation of written content. 
Thus, OSP is a content analysis approach that may support a wide range of knowledge 
acquisition and interpretation task domains, including systems analysis and design, technical 
writing, and environmental scanning. The OSS was a deliverable of an action research study 
reported on in the companion paper (Templeton et al., 2006). In that study, a collaboration 
between researchers and aspiring academic researchers (i.e., IS doctoral students) prescribed 
the use of OSP in the process of interpreting and ‘designing’ knowledge content. OSS is Excel-
based and requires no special downloads or additional software support. Thus, experience with 
common spreadsheet software is an important requisite for developing and successfully using the 
OSS as described here. 
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II. ILLUSTRATION OF SYSTEM 

An efficient way to understand OSS is to download and interact with a sample file from the 
following link:  

http://misweb.cbi.msstate.edu/gtempleton/files/OSSTutorial.xls 

This downloadable file contains an encoded version of this tutorial which enables a comparison of 
how the system works with one of its deliverables (i.e., this manuscript). 

There are several characteristics of OSS that users should consider before using it in 
collaborative projects.  

Knowledge Content in OSS 

It is important to note that the prototype is used for content analysis in general. Thus, the unit of 
analysis represented in each record is a user-defined notion of knowledge content, not papers or 
sentences. In its most general form, knowledge content within OSS is a combination of data (e.g., 
text, numeric, date), data groups (paragraphs, sections, worksheets, etc.) and models (i.e., 
functions). The OSS depicted here uses a minimal number of Excel functions, and we encourage 
users to experiment in order to expand and customize the system to fit their individual needs. 

OSS File Organization 

One OSS file (which is synonymous with one Excel file) may be designed so that each OSS 
record (row) represents a sentence fragment, full sentence, series of sentences or paragraph. 
Each worksheet (combination of rows and columns) may contain a subject area, ontology, list, or 
other logically related series of information. Further, there is no limit within Excel with regard to 
the number of worksheets a user may include in an OSS file. Finally, because of its ability to store 
a wide range of content, the OSS is flexible with regard to the number of sentences, paragraphs, 
papers and data types it may handle.  

Developing and Using OSS 

OSS embodies the convergence of IS use and development: both modes are necessary to reach 
its full capabilities. Flexibility is enabled by the Excel programming environment and the expertise 
of the user. Users are only constrained by the rules within the programming environment (Excel 
and the operating system) and their own imagination. Thus, academic writing is only one use of 
OSS. Other possibilities in the MIS field include organizing content for systems analysis, 
designing code models, and organizational redesign. 

Figures 1-3 illustrate that the development and use environments of OSS are the typical Excel 
worksheet view. As implied in its name, the OSS system is distinguished from other systems 
classifications (e.g., expert, decision support and executive information systems) by its ontology 
component. The figures show how knowledge elements may be formulated by users into a 
content hierarchy, which is represented by a user-defined ontology.  

The development of an OSS file involves evolutionary refinement of both: 1) the content domain 
(knowledge representations of interest to users), and 2) the system environment (i.e., the features 
of Excel). In our applications of OSS, projects involved two core elements, each residing on an 
individual worksheet:  1) one or more ontologies, and 2) one or more lists of detailed records. 
Figures 1 and 2 depict how users view each of these elements. As shown, the user applies the 
system to the development of a single paper, and each row represents one or more sentences. 
Researchers will typically cycle between these two element types to fit the needs of a given 
project. 
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Figure 1. An Ontology in an OSS File 
 

 
 

Following Gruber (2006), we define ontology as the “specification of a conceptualization.” Figure 
1 depicts an ontology of concepts included in an actual paper on complexity sciences that is 
currently under revision for a management journal. Figures 1 and 2 show how Excel list names 
and Data Validation, two primary features of OSS, are used to integrate the ontology and 
knowledge content. Figure 1 shows that selecting the first column reports the name of an 
identified list in Excel’s Name Box field (see the word “Ontology” immediately above left of the “A” 
column heading). Creating this list is an important step in setting up the OSS.  

Figure 2 illustrates how the Data Validation wizard in Excel is used within OSS. The user first 
selects an entire column (e.g., “B”) on the “Sentences” worksheet. This column is used to ‘link 
through’ to the ontology defined on the ‘Ontology’ worksheet (compare Figure 1, column A and 
Figure 3, column B). From the “Sentences” worksheet, the user selects “Data” from the main 
menu and then the “Validation” menu option, which brings up the “Data Validation” window. The 
user selects “List” in the Allow field and types “=” and the list name (“Ontology” in this example) in 
the Source field. 
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Figure 2. Using Data Validation to Link Detailed Records with Ontology Elements  

 
 

Figure 3 shows that, as a result of using the Data Validation feature in this way, the user may 
access a drop-down box containing all ontology elements listed on the “Sentences” worksheet. 
Thus, the two worksheets work in tandem: the ‘Ontology’ worksheet contains the ontology list 
being accessed, and the Sentences worksheet allows the user to enter data by accessing this list. 
Data Validation allows for any change made to the ‘Ontology’ worksheet (see Figure 1) to be 
dynamically (i.e., immediately) reflected in the drop down list box that is accessible in Figure 3.  

Extending OSS Features 

These figures show how users may create entries for ontology elements in separate worksheets. 
Any user may create, modify or delete ontology elements when using the system. Excel also has 
a feature to freeze and password protect values, if editing constraints are necessary. Note how 
we numbered each ontology element with accompanying distinct line numbers (i.e., “500 
INTRODUCTION”) so each record in the detail records worksheet would be grouped by element. 
Providing line numbers also provides the ability to continue line counts on the detail record sheet 
by using Excel’s ‘Auto Fill’ feature. For example, Figure 2 (column B) indicates several records 
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redundantly tagged with the “Attention Getter” ontology element. Because of the ontology 
element reference number included in its name, the number increased in increments of one (600 
through 604 in the example) when it was copied to subsequent records using Auto Fill. Using this 
capability allows users to uniquely number detail records. For our purposes, this meant that each 
sentence had a distinct line number, and all sentences in the document were consecutively 
ordered (an aspect that facilitated reorganization and sorting). In order to distinguish between 
hierarchical levels in the ontology, we indented by inserting space characters to the left of the 
name of a ‘child’ ontological element. 

Figure 3. Selecting among Ontology Elements while Editing a Detail Line 

 

Many other features of Excel may be incorporated into the OSS, based on researcher needs. In 
Figure 1, column B, we used the COUNTIF function to provide counts on the ontology sheet for 
the number of times ontology elements appear on the detail records sheet. This suggests that 
OSS has promise for providing greater DSS-like functionality to the design and use of ontologies 
in academic research projects. 
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Figure 3 illustrates a typical user environment for ongoing use of the OSS. For academic 
manuscript projects such as ours, we usually placed one sentence in each row. Where several 
sentences belonged together as a unit, we considered the group a record. Such detailed records 
were input into column A, while column B was used to tag each record with an ontological 
element. After typing each sentence, the user simply selects its associated ontology element from 
the listbox.  

Recommendations 

We recommend that a single collaborator edit at any one time, just as a word processing file is 
usually modified by one coauthor at a time during academic research. The best way to learn 
about the OSS and its capabilities is to use it in projects (such as managing academic writing 
projects). 

The dual (development and use) nature of ongoing projects was found to be integral to success in 
the context of OSS. Our experience shows that some experience developing in Excel is a 
fundamental requirement for principle uses of OSS. In addition, more advanced uses will depend 
on the extent of feature exploitation. We found success to require both types of skill within the 
OSS environment: 1) the ability to develop, and 2) the ability to use. Those most experienced in 
developing in the Excel environment will be able to access more of its features and 
consequentially will be more likely to experience ‘information systems success.’  

Thus, expertise in both the content domain and Excel is needed to successfully operate the OSS 
prototype. Excel capabilities we found in developing academic manuscripts included highlighting 
text, text background, inserting comments in cells, hyperlinking, sorting, functions, macros, 
printing selections, and cell formatting. 

III. CONCLUSIONS 
It is our intention that the OSS prototype described here improves the quality of content analysis 
in work involving a large mass of text data. OSS is an Excel-based environment that depends 
heavily upon end user development throughout its use. In general, the system supports the 
production of structural meanings in content domains within knowledge domains. This research 
demonstrates that the OSS may be used to create and use ontologies from individual concept 
elements, which were subsequently used to label sentences in the writing of academic 
manuscripts. We foresee that the OSS will be useful in the development of a single or a series of 
manuscripts and easily facilitates collaborative research. 

Within the context of MIS practice, we foresee two distinct uses of the OSS. First, the OSS can 
facilitate the OSP, which has significant implications for supporting content analysis. Content 
analysis is commonly used in the requirements definition phase of systems analysis and design 
to structure meanings of a problem domain.  Therefore, we encourage practitioners to use OSS 
to support content analysis approaches (such as OSP) to deduct logical structures, commonalties 
and relationships in conceptual representations found in textual data. Second, the hierarchical 
nature of ontologies gives the OSS a great deal of promise for database and network design. We 
suggest that systems architects consider using OSS for early stages of systems development, 
especially where hierarchy is an apparent aspect of design. The relational tables in Excel enable 
OSS users to transfer its deliverables to many modern CASE repositories. Based on our 
experiences, we believe that the most important determinant of ‘MIS success’ (Delone and 
McLean, 1992) accompanying the OSS is its ease of development, which is offered by the Excel 
application environment. The adaptive and flexible nature of Excel greatly facilitates ongoing end 
user development needed to satisfy changing user requirements between and within projects. 
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